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S p ec i a l is s u e

roots shawl BIG
(cotton)

The origin of tamaki niime !
Introducing our shawl.
The history of us tamaki niime began with shawls.
Very comfortable and ﬂuﬀy,
we will fully introduce various usable shawls!

The shawl sway in the wind

Awnings on hot days
and avoid cold air in a good AC

Incredible softness and gentle touch
which diﬃcult to ﬁnd elsewhere

The characteristics of the tamaki niime's shawl are
ﬁnest feeling and one a kind.

Tamaki wasn't thinking of making a shawl from the beginning,
but as a result of pursuing a comfortable cloth, incredible
comfortable cloth was born.
It wasn't suitable for wear, but she inspired that it will be
perfect for a shawl!

Have a look at this our
incredibly loose cloth.
It's not easy process to
weave cloth like this
so only we can woven
such a light and soft
fabric.

The roots shawl is woven using a loom from the 1980s.
Weaving speed is slow because it is an aged but by
slowing it down further and weaving, it becomes a soft and
airy shawl.
Since weaving slowly, we cannot create much.

To make it ﬂuﬀy,
it's exposed to the sun
and wind, and dried in
the sunlight.

One of a kind and the only one

tamaki niime's shawl is one of a kind.
For that purpose we weaving always changing
the color and pattern.

Although the yarn you buy has a limited
number of colors but our dyeing team
creates subtle nuanced colored yarn and
uneven dyed yearn.

Our weaving team is constantly producing
border designs.
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Various ways to wear shawls

Hold a shawl diagonally to wear the shawl neatly !

↓

①Hold in half

②Put it around your
neck and make a loop

④Make it through
the loop

①Hanging
around the neck

②Cross it

③Pass the upper shawl down
and put out from above

①Wrap once

②Take the each
edges

③Put them
in a loop

①First loop both
ends

②Take one out

③Put it again
from the other side

④Pull out

Purchase page for shawl

Various types of
our cotton shawls

roots shawl BIG

roots shawl MIDDLE

¥12,000

¥6,000

Biggest size.

Same length and half width

It's useful as to ﬁling on your shoulder also.

as big size.

roots shawl SMALL

basic shawl BIG

¥2,000

¥12,000

1/4 the size of the big size.

There are 31 shawls
with basic color combinations.

print shawl BIG

print shawl MIDDLE

¥15,000

¥8,000

Printed roots shawl.

Half of the width size of print shawl BIG.

only one shawl BIG

mocotton shawl MIDDLE

¥19,000

¥10,000

tamaki niimeʼs special shawl

Cotton shawl with volume and texture

which is woven by shuttle loom.

like wool.

Purchase page for shawl

